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Plaintiff Friends of the Mahoning River, by and through undersigned counsel, hereby moves 
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Court to reverse and remand the decision of the Army Corps Of Engineers and Colonel Andrew J. 

Short to issue Permit LRP-2017-1643 to North Eastwood, LLC. A Memorandum in Support is 

attached.  
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I. Statement of issues 
 

1. Was the Defendant Army Corps of Engineers’ Issuance of Permit LRP-2017-1643 improper for 
the reason that the Corps’ public interest analysis failed to be supported by all requisite findings, 
and ignored the clear and unrebutted evidence reflected in the administrative record?  

 
Suggested Answer: Yes. 

 
2. Was the Defendant Army Corps of Engineers Issuance of Permit LRP-2017-1643 improper for 

the reason that the Corps’ alternatives analysis relied on an impermissibly narrow and outcome-
determinative description of the project’s purpose?  

 
Suggested Answer: Yes.  

 
3. Was the Defendant Army Corps of Engineers Issuance of Permit LRP-2017-1643 improper for 

the reason that the Corps failed to adopt the required watershed approach to requiring 
compensatory mitigation?  

 
Suggested Answer: Yes.  

 
II. Statement of case and summary of argument 

 
 This case concerns the fate of the Mosquito Creek wetlands, one of the few remaining urban 

wetlands that Ohio has to offer. In bringing the current action, Friends of the Mahoning River 

(“Friends”) challenges the decision of the United States Army Corps of Engineers and Colonel 

Andrew J. Short (together, “the Corps”) to issue Permit LRP-2017-1643 (“the Permit”) to North 

Eastwood, LLC (“North Eastwood” or the “applicant”). The Permit was issued on September 25, 

2019 pursuant to § 404 of the Clean Water Act as part of North Eastwood’s “Enterprise Park project.” 

Doc # 1-1, p.2; see also 33 U.S.C. § 1344. The Permit authorizes North Eastwood to permanently 

impact 15.95 acres of wetlands and 1,608.5 linear feet of streams in Howland Township and the City 

of Niles in Trumbull County, Ohio. Doc # 1-1. The stated for the basis for the Enterprise Park project 

is the construction of a hospital and several other medical, office and residential outbuildings. Doc # 

22-17, pp. 219-220.   

 Friends of the Mahoning River initiated the instant action via Complaint on November 25, 

2019. Doc #1. The Complaint pleads three claims for relief: (1) the Corps’ public interest analysis was 
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deficient (2) that the Corps failed to require proper compensatory wetland mitigation, and (3) the 

Corps failed to conduct an adequate consideration of less environmentally damaging practicable 

alternatives. Id. at 13-15. The Complaint requests declaratory relief on these claims and an order 

reversing the Corps’ decision to issue the Permit. Id. at 15.  

 The Corps lodged the administrative record in support of its decision on March 6, 2020. 

Doc # 22. On September 19, 2020, this Court denied Friends’ request to supplement the 

administrative record, thereby finalizing the contents of the record as filed and certified by the Corps. 

Doc # 32. Accordingly, the instant summary judgment motion is ripe for disposition.  

 As discussed more fully below, the Corp’s decision to issue the Permit was improper for 

three reasons: First, the Corps’ public interest analysis failed to include the requisite findings related 

to public need and purpose. The findings related to purpose and need that the Corps did make 

contradict the clear and unrebutted contents of the record, and broadly fail to engage with mandatory 

considerations related to the importance of wetland resources.  Second, the Corp’s consideration of 

alternatives accepted an impermissibly outcome-determinative description of the project’s overall 

purpose. Lastly, the Corps’ decision with respect to North Eastwood’s planned compensatory 

mitigation failed to adopt the watershed approach mandated by regulation.  

III. Law and Argument 
A. Standard of Review 

 When examining the propriety of a federal agency’s action upon a motion for summary 

judgment, a reviewing Court must base its decision upon both the summary judgment standard of 

review contained in Civil Rule 56, and the analysis required by the Administrative Procedures Act. 

Burkholder v. Wykle, 268 F. Supp. 2d 835, 839 (N.D. Ohio 2002). Summary judgment is appropriate if 

the record demonstrates “that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving 

party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(a). The party seeking summary 

judgment bears the initial burden of production, i.e., the moving party must make an affirmative 
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presentation of evidence that negates the claims of the non-moving party, or that there is an absence 

of evidence to support the non-moving party’s case. Burkholder, 268 F. Supp. 2d at 839. If the movant 

meets this initial burden, the non-movant must set forth the specific facts showing that material facts 

remain in dispute. Id. While the evidence of the non-movant is to be believed, and all justifiable 

inferences drawn in his favor, he must still “do more than simply show that there is some metaphysical 

doubt as to the material facts.” Id. at 840 (citing Matsushita Elec. Indust. Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp, 475 U.S. 

574, 586 (1986)).  

 Administrative actions of federal agencies are subject to review in district courts by virtue of 

the Administrative Procedures Act, which requires a court to “hold unlawful and set aside agency 

action, findings, and conclusions found to be arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise 

not in accordance with law.” Burkholder, 268 F. Supp. 2d at 840 (citing 5 U.S.C. § 706). An agency 

decision should be set aside as “arbitrary and capricious” if the agency relies on factors which Congress 

has not intended for it to consider, entirely fails to consider an important aspect of the problem, offers 

an explanation for its decision that runs counter to the evidence before the agency, or is so implausible 

that it cannot be ascribed to a difference in view or the product of agency expertise. Motor Vehicle Mfrs. 

Ass’n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983). Moreover, a court should not attempt to 

make up for the agency’s deficiencies by supplying a reasoned basis for the agency’s action that the 

agency itself has not given. Id. In ruling upon the adequacy of an agency’s actions, a court reviews the 

contents of the administrative record. Sierra Club v. Pena, 915 F. Supp. 1381, 1395 (N.D. Ohio 1996).  

B. The Corp’s Issuance of the Permit was arbitrary, capricious, and not in 

accordance with the Act and its amplifying regulations 

 The Clean Water Act’s overall objective is to “restore and maintain the chemical, physical, 

and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters.” 33 U.S.C. § 1251. Among the Act’s regime of 

permitting programs is the § 404 program, which “grants authority to the Secretary of the Army, after 
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notice and opportunity for public hearings, to issue a permit for dredged or fill material to be 

discharged into navigable waters.” Sierra Club v. United States Army Corps of Eng’rs, 772 F.2d 1043, 1050 

(2d Cir. 1985). While the Act and its amplifying regulations allow for the issuance of permits for dredge 

or fill material discharges, “the Clean Water Act specifically prohibits an agency from sanctioning a 

project that it finds will have a significant adverse impact on the marine environment.” Id. at 1051. 

Specifically, the Corps may not issue a permit “unless appropriate and practicable steps have been 

taken which will minimize potential adverse impacts of the discharge on the aquatic ecosystem.” 40 

C.F.R. § 230.1(D).  

 The Corps’ regulations require that it make several determinations prior to issuing a 

requested permit. See generally 33 C.F.R. Part 320; 40 C.F.R. Part 230. These requisite determinations 

include, relevantly, (1) a determination that a proposed project is needed and serves the public interest; 

(2) a determination that there exists no practicable less environmentally damaging alternative to the 

proposed project; and (3) that any unavoidable environmental losses are offset. See 33 C.F.R. §§ 320.4, 

332.3. As described more fully below, the record does not support a finding that the Enterprise Park 

project meets any of these requirements.  

i. The Corps failed to articulate mandatory findings on project need, and the record does not support 

a finding that the Enterprise Park project is in the public interest. 

 The Corps’ regulations dictate that the decision to issue a permit under § 404 of the Clean 

Water Act must be “based on an evaluation of the probable impacts, including cumulative impacts, of 

the proposed activity and its intended use on the public interest.” 33 C.F.R § 320.4(a)(1). This analysis 

“requires a careful weighing of all those factors which become relevant in each particular case[,]” and 

“benefits which reasonably may be expected to accrue from the proposal must be balanced against its 

reasonably foreseeable detriments.” Id. (emphasis added). This balancing test generally requires that the 

Corps consider both “[a]ll factors which may be relevant to the proposal[,]” as well as certain 
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mandatory specified factors that the Corps must consider as part of every application. Id. at § 

320.4(a)(1)-(2). These mandatory considerations are as follows:  

(i) The relative extent of the public and private need for the proposed structure or 
work: 
(ii) Where there are unresolved conflicts as to resource use, the practicability of using 
reasonable alternative locations and methods to accomplish the objective of the 
proposed structure or work; and 
(iii) The extent and permanence of the beneficial and/or detrimental effects which the 
proposed structure or work is likely to have on the public and private uses to which 
the area is suited. 
 

Id. at § 320.4(a)(2). Courts have held that any purported “need” for the applicant to derive a private 

profit is to be given “little or no weight.” Sierra Club v. Strock, 495 F.Supp. 2d 1188, 1278 (S.D. Fla. 

2007) (citing Buttrey v. United States, 690 F.2d 1170 (5th Cir. 1982)).  

 Moreover, in considering permits for placement of fill material into wetlands, the Corps’ 

regulations start from the presumption that “Most wetlands constitute a productive and valuable 

public resource, the unnecessary alteration or destruction of which should be discouraged as contrary 

to the public interest.” 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(b)(1). Those wetlands which provide certain functions 

(including, inter alia, “food chain production, general habitat and nesting, spawning, rearing and resting 

sites for aquatic or land species” or “study of the aquatic environment or as sanctuaries or refuges”) 

are per se considered “important to the public interest.” Id. at § 320.4(b)(2). The Corps must deny a 

permit to fill “important” wetlands where the benefits of the proposed alteration do not outweigh the 

damage to the wetlands resource. Id. at § 320.4(b)(4).  

 In issuing a permit, the Corps must include the results of its public interest analysis in a 

Statement of Findings. North Carolina v. Hudson, 731 F. Supp. 1261, 1267 (E.D.N.C. 1990) (citing 33 

C.F.R. § 325.2(a)(6)).  The Statement of Findings “shall include the district engineer’s views on the 

probable effect of the proposed work on the public interest[,]” and must specifically include “the 

conclusions of the district engineer.” 33 C.F.R. § 325.2(a)(6) (emphasis supplied). In reaching those 

conclusions, “the Corps is not to blindly accept the applicant’s statement of project purposes.” D’Olive 
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Bay Restoration & Pres. Comm., Inc. v. United States Army Corps of Eng’rs, 513 F. Supp. 2d 1261, 1269 (S.D. 

Ala. 2007).  

 In the present case, Corps findings with respect to the purpose of the project appears in 

Section 3 of the Corps’ Statements and Findings. USACE004889-004891, ECF Doc # 22-17, pp. 219-

221. Specifically, the Corps determined that the “[b]asic project purpose” is to “[c]reate a commercial 

and medical development.” USACE004891, ECF Doc # 22-17, p. 221. The total extent of the Corps’ 

elaboration is that “overall project purpose…is to provide the Trumbull County portion of the 

Youngstown/Warren Metropolitan Statistical Area with access to comprehensive healthcare and 

educational services and provide residential facilities.” Id. The Corps’ Statement of Findings does not 

explicitly make any finding that there is a need for the project in the identified metropolitan statistical 

area. See id.; see also USACE004937-004942, ECF Doc # 22-18, pp. 12-17 (results of Corps’ “General 

Public Interest Review”). The Corps also makes no explicit findings with respect to the “relative extent 

of the public and private need” for the Enterprise Park Project beyond benefits that may privately 

accrue to the applicant. Id.; cf. 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a)(2). This failure on the part of the Corps to include 

the requisite “conclusions of the district engineer” on the “probable effect of the proposed work on 

the public interest” demonstrates that the Corps failed to conduct an important step in the required 

analysis, and, accordingly, its action warrants reversal upon administrative review. 33 C.F.R. § 

325.2(a)(6); Water Works & Sewer Bd. v. United States De’'t of Army, 983 F. Supp. 1052, 1073 (N.D. Ala. 

1997) (needs analysis is a mandatory component of the Corp’s 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a)(2) public interest 

analysis);  North Carolina v. Hudson, 665 F. Supp. 428, 447 (E.D.N.C. 1987) (“the Corps erred in not 

making a determination, as a part of its public interest review, of the extent of the applicant’s need) 

(emphasis original); Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983) 

(agency action is arbitrary and capricious where it “entirely failed to consider an important aspect of 

the problem”). The Corps’ failure to explain how it resolved the record’s competing positions on the 
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public benefit of or need for the project precludes the invention of an answer where the Corps itself 

gave none. See id. (court may not “supply a reasoned basis for the agency’s action that the agency itself 

has not given”).  

 Even assuming, arguendo, that the Corps made an implicit favorable determination of public 

need for the project by virtue of its decision to grant the Permit, the record nevertheless does not 

support a finding that the Enterprise Park project serves the public interest. First, the Corps could not 

have properly found that there existed a “public and private need” for the project, which contemplates 

a dramatic expansion of healthcare facilities for the Warren area, given the record’s clear indication 

that the population in the project’s surrounding locales has been persistently shrinking. See 

USACE000954, ECF Doc # 22-7, p. 160 (the population, save short term blips is this area, is 

decreasing every day and/or will be in the future”); USACE000986 ECF Doc # 22-7, p. 192 (“Please 

note the declining regional population and consider need for additional hospital beds when we just 

had a hospital close (Northside) and it has been said that Trumbull Memorial is not at capacity either”); 

USACE002415, ECF Doc # 22-11, p.269 (“Importantly, population is decreasing in Trumbull County 

more than the other counties in the region. This seems to counter the argument that we need this 

development”); USACE002448, ECF Doc # 22-11, p.2785-86 (“The GM closing with all the 

significant economic spin-offs and recent and significant past serious population declines will make 

this development very tough to successfully pull off”); USACE002451-002452, ECF Doc # 22-11, 

pp.2789-90 (noting “recent reports of significant population decline in Trumbull County, even before 

the idling of GM Lordstown” and hyperlinking Tribune Chronicle report that “Trumbull County had 

one of the largest declines in population in the state of Ohio between July 2017 and July 2018”). 

USACE004411, Doc #22-16, p.166 (“This area in serious population decline since a hospital, steel 

and automotive manufacturing have left the area”); USCAE004453, Doc #22-16, p. 208 (“GM 

Lordstown and the many spin-offs have also closed effecting community population declines”); 
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USACE004385, Doc # 22-16, p.140 (“Apartments and condominiums are proposed despite 

congestion, population decline and abundance of housing”). Indeed, North Eastwood’s own 

submissions agree with project objectors that the area’s population is shrinking. USACE002804, Doc 

#22-12, p.3142 (“This immediate geographic region has been in a protracted malaise since the abrupt 

closing of the steel mills 35 years ago; this area has lost population each year since then; the tax base 

of Trumbull County is at a standstill (and perhaps is decreasing if inflation is taken into account)”). 

Despite the record’s clear and unrebutted indication to the contrary, the Corps’ Statement of Findings 

base the purported need for the project on increasing area population. USACE004941, Doc # 22-18, 

p.16. Because this assertion is entirely belied by the record, the Corps’ needs analysis was arbitrary, 

capricious, and inconsistent with the requirements of 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a)(2)(i).  

 Additionally, the notion that the project’s purported benefits will have some “permanence” 

outweighing its environmental detriments also wants for evidentiary support, as the record indicates 

that the project’s purported benefits are contingent and speculative. 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a)(2). Notably, 

the record does not contain any commitment by any tenant of the planned hospital facility. See Corps 

Ans., ¶ 75, ECF Doc # 20, p.11 (“Defendants admit…that the record includes no commitment by 

any hospital facility”). Indeed, the Corps’ Statement of Findings notes that the “applicant provided 

two letters of interest from Mercy Health, however, no other information was identified through 

review of available materials.” USACE004942, Doc # 22-18, p.17. The Corps itself noted that this 

lack of commitment necessitated “a special condition in the permit that will require the applicant to 

provide documentation between the applicant and its tenant or tenants before impacts to jurisdictional 

waters can commence within all or part of the area authorized by the permit.” Id. Despite the explicit 

recognition that the record before it required that applicant “ensure[] that the project is not speculative 

in nature,” the special conditions contained in the as-issued permit do not explicitly require North 

Eastwood to demonstrate that the hospital or any of the other buildings have committed end users. 
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Compare USACE004956, ECF Doc # 22-18, p.31; with USACE004998-004999, Doc. 22-18 pp.73-44. 

(listing special conditions on as-issued final permit). Failure to include special conditions that the 

Corps itself noted would be necessary for realizing of any of project’s purported public benefits is 

arbitrary, capricious, and inconsistent with the Corp’s obligations under 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(a)(2)(iii) to 

require projects to provide permanent benefits outweighing any detrimental impacts.  

 The Corps’ error in issuing a permit delivering only speculative benefits is compounded by 

the significant and permanent detriments that will result as a result of the project. The permit, by its 

terms, authorizes North Eastwood to “permanently impact 15.95 acres of wetlands[.]” USACE004997, 

Doc # 22-18, p.72 (emphasis added).  Notably, the Corps’ public interest analysis wholly fails to 

engage with the regulations that recognize that most wetlands serve important public interest 

functions. 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(b); USACE004937- 004942, Doc # 22-18, pp.12-17. Undoubtedly, the 

record reflects that the impacted wetlands at issue perform many of the functions that § 320.4(b) 

describe as “important.” For instance, the area provides valuable habitat and nesting for numerous 

species of birds, as reflected by the Audubon’s recognition of the impacted area as an Important Bird 

Area, or IBA. 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(b)(2)(i); Doc # 24-8 (Audubon Society description of Mosquito Creek 

Corridor IBA, noting nesting and migratory species).1 The area has previously been utilized for study 

by students, museum staff, and others 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(b)(2)(ii); USACE000953, Doc # 22-7, p.159 

(“The Cleveland Museum of Natural History … has made at least 3 inventories of my property and 

the vicinity…as [have] others such as the Head of the Ohio Audubon Society, a Masters Level 

Environmental College class, and other scientists including hydrologists/environmental biologists and 

surveyors”). Because the Corps failed to discuss these important public benefits in its Statement of 

Findings, much less weigh them against the project’s purported benefits, the Corps’ ultimate 

 
1 Consideration of Doc # 24-8 as part of the administrative record in this case is appropriate pursuant to the note 
contained in this Court’s Opinion and Order of September 19, 2020. Doc # 32, p.2 n.1.   
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determination that “the beneficial effects of the project outweigh the detrimental impacts of the 

project” ignores crucial aspects of the record, and accordingly is arbitrary, capricious, and inconsistent 

with the deliberations required by 33 C.F.R. § 320.4(b)(4). Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n, 463 U.S. 29, 43 

(1983) (failure to consider important aspect of problem constitute arbitrary and capricious conduct). 

 For the foregoing reasons, the Corps’ public interest analysis was arbitrary, capricious, and 

an abuse of the Corps’ discretion. It is respectfully requested that this Court reverse the Corp’s 

issuance of the permit and remand the matter for an analysis that engages in a more searching analysis 

of the public interest which is supported by all necessary findings.  

ii. The Corps’ artificially narrow project purpose failed to allow for the required analysis of less 

environmentally damaging practical alternatives 

The Corps’ analysis of alternatives is inadequate as the project’s statements of purpose and 

need is too narrow to practically and effectively consider reasonable alternatives. Generally, the Corps 

may only approve a project if it is the least damaging practicable alternative. Coeur Alaska, Inc., v. 

Southeast Alaska Conservation Council, 557 U.S. 261, 269; 40 C.F.R. § 230.10(a)(2) (“[N]o discharge or 

dredged fill materials shall be permitted if there is a practicable alternative to the proposed discharge 

which would have less adverse impact”). Additionally, EPA guidelines distinguish between water 

dependent and non-water dependent projects, specifically when “a discharge which is proposed for 

the special aquatic site…does not require access or proximity to or siting within the special aquatic 

site in question to fulfill its basic purpose, practicable alternatives that do not involve special aquatic 

sites are presumed available.” 40 C.F.R. 230.10(a)(3). The regulation further defines “wetlands” as 

“special aquatic sites.” 40 C.F.R. 230.41. In other words, if the proposed project is not “water 

dependent”, there is a presumption that practicable alternatives that do not require wetland fill are 

available. Schmidt v. United States Army Corps of Eng’rs, No. 2:08-cv-0076, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17060, 

at *30 (W.D. Mich. Mar. 5, 2009) (citing Hough v. Marsh, 557 F.Supp. 74, 82 (D.Mass. 1982). Further, 
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if the proposed project is not “water dependent, the permit applicant must rebut the presumption of 

environmentally preferable and practicable alternatives by clearly demonstrating the absence of such 

alternatives.” Sierra Club v. Van Antwerp, 709 F.Supp.2d 1254, 1260 (S.D. Flor. 2009).  

A project’s “statements of purpose and need is interrelated with an agency’s evaluation of 

reasonable alternatives.” Burkholder v. Wykle, 268 F. Supp. 2d 835, 849 (6th Cir. 2002). Therefore, in 

determining the project’s statement of purposes and needs “an agency may not define objectives of 

its actions in terms so unreasonably narrow that only one alternative among the environmentally 

benign ones would accomplish the goals of the agency action”; for if the agency were to establish such 

narrow purposes and needs, the “environmental review” would become “a foreordained formality.” 

Id. (citing Citizens against Burlington, Inc. v. Busey, 938 F.2d. 190, 196 (D.C. Cir. 1990)). In other words, 

the agency cannot self-limit the alternatives it can consider by drafting an overtly narrow statement, 

only capable of being satisfied by the proposed project.  

The Corps defined the purpose and need for the project as follows: “the purpose of the Project 

is to provide the Trumbull County portion of the Youngstown-Warren Metropolitan Statistical 

Area…with access to comprehensive healthcare and educational services on property immediately 

north of the existing Eastwood Mall Complex.” USACE004889, Doc # 22-17, p.219 The Corps 

determined that the location “immediately north” of the Eastwood Mall Complex is a geographically 

“centralized location” for Trumbull County. USACE004918, Doc # 22-17, p.248. The Corps further 

stated that the project, in such a centralized zone, need be surrounded by a “very robust vehicular 

infrastructure.” Id.  This purpose and need statement is too narrow to allow any practical consideration 

of alternatives, in that the statement limits the location of the project to only one feasible geographic 

area: the centralized zone of Trumbull County “north of the existing Eastwood Mall Complex.” Id. at 

004889. Given this narrow geographic limit, the approval of the project is a foregone conclusion as 

any alternative would fail to meet these specific criteria.  
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The Corps considered six alternative sites (in addition to a no-build alternative) for the project. 

USACE004918-004923, Doc # 22-17 pp. 248-253 The Corps determined each alternative not 

“practicable” for the same reason, i.e., each alternative failed to satisfy the requirement of the vast 

vehicular infrastructure. Id. The Corps determined that each proposed alternative failed to satisfy the 

vehicle accessibility condition as the county center already has pre-established local roadways that were 

built for residential and commercial retailer traffic, not hospital-complex traffic, and modification of 

such roadways would incur such a cost as to make the alternative infeasible. Id. To wit:  

(i) The first alternative, at Old Avalon Golf Course, met all requirements, except for that of the 

roadway. It exceeded the acreage requirement (of 55 acres), was located in the geographic 

center, and required only 5 acres of wetland fill (less than the 15.94 of impacted wetlands in 

the proposed project). USACE004888, Doc # 22-17, p. 218. However, even though it was 

surrounded by multiple four-lane highways, there was no direct vehicle access to the land 

(which the Corps estimated would cost $10-20 million to construct). USACE004921, Doc # 

22-17, p.251.  

(ii) The second alternative, the 48 Acres on North River Road, met all other requirements but was 

rejected due to the fact that it was only marginally proximate to Route 5, there was no 

interchange to the Outer Belt, and “immediate access would be limited to 1 artery [North 

River Road] and would not have the benefit of multiple roadways serving the site.” Id.  

(iii) The third alternative, 6101 Parkman Road, was also rejected as the location lacked immediate 

access to the nearby major highway, and creating such access would require several median 

cute, multiple traffic signals, and exclusive right and left turn lanes. USACE004921-004922, 

Doc # 22-17, pp. 251-252.  

(iv) The Corps rejected the fourth alternative, 116 Acres off of OH-5, even though it sits on the 

edge of a major route, Interstate-80, because the highway does not serve the traffic from the 
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area due to the presence of toll roads and that major improvements to its Service Road-5 

would be needed such as turn lanes, median cuts and traffic signals. USACE004922, Doc # 

22-17, p. 252.  

(v) The fifth alternative, AC Perkins Jones Road, which exceeded the acreage requirement (of 55 

acres) and had no environmental concerns as there were no impacts to Waters of the United 

States (less than the 15.94 of impacted wetlands in the proposed project), was rejected due to 

the fact that road access was limited to one “lone artery.” Id; USACE004888, Doc # 22-17, 

p.218.  

(vi) The final alternative, the City of Niles, was rejected due to the lack of roadway support, even 

though the land exceeded the acreage requirement (55 acres) and impacted only 10 acres of 

wetlands (fewer than the 15.94 of impacted wetlands in the proposed project). Id.; 

USACE004923, Doc # 22-17, p.253.  

Each contemplated alterative, including several with lesser environment impacts, was rejected due to 

its lack of vehicular infrastructure. The Corps’ determination in this regard was essentially preordained, 

given the manner in which the Corps encapsulated narrow geographic requirements into the project 

purpose. Had the Corps defined the project purpose appropriately (i.e. removed the locational limit 

that the project be in the “county center” and “North of the existing Eastwood Mall complex”), the 

Corps could have seriously considered additional alternatives located in the outer bounds of Trumbull 

County that may have satisfied the roadway access requirement. See USACE004889, Doc # 22-17, 

p.219. Therefore, the Court should find that the Corps statement of purposes and needs is too narrow 

to allow for a reasonable analysis of alternatives.  

The Corps asserts that the centralized location of the project is essential to providing Trumbull 

County with medical care. USACE004891, Doc # 22-17, p.221. However, simply because the Corps 

determined that a centralized location is one means by which to provide Trumbull County with 
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medical care does not mean that it is the only practicable means by which to provide Trumbull County 

with medical care. In Simmons v. United States Army Corps, the Corps drafted a statement of purposes 

and need so as “to fin[d] or creat[e] a single source [of water] to supply both Marion and the Lake of 

Egypt Water District.” 120 F.3d 664, 669 (7th Cir. 1997). In holding that the Corps’ action was 

inappropriate, the Court determined that the project’s “real purpose” was simply to supply Marion 

and the District with more water and that there were reasonable alternatives that went beyond relying 

on a single source. Id. Therefore, the Court vacated the permit for the project on the grounds that the 

Corps defined an impermissibly narrow purpose and failed to examine a full range of reasonable 

alternatives. Id. at 670. While the Court mused that the Corps might well have been correct in its 

determination that a single source is the solution, the “Corps and, more important, the public cannot 

know what the facts are until the Corps has tested its presumption.” Id. at 669.   

Similarly, while the Corps identified this project’s purpose as “provid[ing] Trumbull 

County…with access to comprehensive healthcare…on property immediately north of the Existing 

Eastwood Mall Complex”, the real purpose is simply to provide Trumbull County with medical care. 

USACE004889, Doc # 22-17, p. 219. Defining project purpose to make doing so possible only on a 

single location is improper. Simmons, 120 F.3d at 669-670. Adequate medical care can be provided to 

Trumbull County even if the project is located outside of the county center and at locations which are 

not “North of the existing Eastwood Mall,” and reasonable alternatives not beholden to these 

constraints should have been considered. USACE004889, Doc # 22-17, p.219 Additionally, even were 

Corps is correct in its evaluation that a central location is necessary to administer medical care to 

Trumbull County, the Corps should have engaged in a consideration of alternatives outside of the 

county center and analyze why such locations would fail to allow for the administration of adequate 

medical care.  Therefore, like in Simmons, this Court should vacate the permit for the project on the 

grounds that the Corps drafted an unacceptably narrow purpose and failed to consider reasonable 
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alternatives. Simmons, 120 F.3d at 669. Indeed, during public comment periods, project objectors 

suggested alternative locations that could seemingly fulfill this purpose. See USACE002416, Doc # 

22-11, p. 270 (noting that Dean of Kent State University Trumbull campus, applicant’s purported 

tenant for educational facilities, is exploring development on parcels adjacent to existing campus that 

would not involve wetland impacts)2. The Corps’ failure to consider whether the overall purpose – i.e., 

delivery of health services for the area population – could be fulfilled absent the stated geographic 

restrictions (at sites such as identified the Kent State Trumbull facilities) constitutes arbitrary and 

capricious conduct.  

To be sure, the 6th Circuit has previously held that purposes and needs findings are not 

improperly narrow where the agency is still able to consider alternatives under the prescribed purposes 

and needs. Burkholder, 268 F.Supp. 2d at 849 (holding that the construction of a segment of highway 

was not a preordained conclusion where agency considered four alternatives and a no-build 

alternative). The Court in Burkholder found the agency’s consideration of four other alternatives 

showed that the stated purpose was “not so narrow as to preclude meaningful discussion of 

alternatives.” Id.  However, the present case is distinguishable from Burkholder in that the geographical 

limitations in the stated purpose are too narrow as to allow for such meaningful discussion of 

alternatives. Id.; USACE004889, Doc # 22-17, p.219, USACE004918-004923; Doc # 22-17 pp. 248-

253; with See USACE002416, Doc # 22-11, p. 270. The fact that each alternative was struck down 

due to limited roadway access demonstrates the purpose is too narrow in its geographic designation 

as the geographic area does not allow for adequate roadway access. Moreover, unlike in Burkholder, 

where the Corps explicitly considered proposals advocated by project objectors, here the Corps’ 

Statement of Findings considers only the applicant’s proffered alternatives, despite the fact that 

 
2 See also Boney, Stan, WKBN, Mercy Health buying land from Kent State Trumbull to build new health care campus (Oct. 5, 2020), 
https://www.wkbn.com/news/local-news/mercy-health-buying-land-from-kent-state-trumbull-to-build-new-health-
care-campus/.  
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commenters proposed additional alternatives. 268 F.Supp. 2d at 850, (“plaintiffs next allege that the 

defendants…improperly rejected serious consideration of the “most obvious alternative”… 

[P]laintiffs concede that the EA does address such an upgrade”); Compare USACE004918-004923; 

Doc # 22-17 pp. 248-253, with USACE002416, Doc # 22-11, p. 270. Accordingly, the mere fact that 

the Corps considered certain alternatives does not show that the agency engaged in a meaningfully 

consideration of alternatives as potentially feasible and practicable alternatives (that may have satisfied 

the roadway access conditions) were excluded from consideration due to the narrowly stated purpose.  

Additionally, courts have held alternative analyses to be inadequate where the agency did fails 

to “take a hard look” at whether a public transit alternative could have alleviated the need for highway 

expansion or parkway construction.  See Utahns v. United States DOT, 305 F.3d 1152, 1171 (10th Cir. 

2002). Similarly, in this case, the Corps, in its analysis of alternatives, rejected all alternatives based on 

their inability to provide roadway access (limited highways, service roads, etc.) without considering 

that public transit could alleviate some of the concerns about access. Cf. USACE004918-004923; Doc 

# 22-17 pp. 248-253; USACE002416, Doc # 22-11, p. 270 (noting “bus routes being planned from 

downtown Warren” in support of Kent State Trumbull site).  

iii. The Corps compensatory mitigation requirements failed to adhere to the required wetland approach.  

The Permit contains a special condition requiring North Eastwood to purchase 30.5 wetland 

credits and 1,620 stream credits from an In Lieu-Fee Program prior to construction, and to conduct 

several permittee-responsible mitigation measures through preservation. USACE004999, Doc # 22-

18, 74; USACE004943, Doc # 22-18, p.18. “The fundamental objective of compensatory mitigation 

is to offset environmental losses resulting from unavoidable impacts to waters of the United States 

authorized by DA permits.” 33 CF.R. § 332.3. The Corps and EPA regulations governing mitigation 

for 404 permits establish a hierarchy of preferable alternative mitigation approaches: mitigation 

banking is preferred to purchase of in-lieu-fee credits, which is in turn preferred to various forms of 
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permitee-responsible mitigation. 33 C.F.R § 332.3(b); 40 C.F.R. § 230.93(b). Irrespective of the form 

of mitigation selected for a project, however, the Corps is required to adhere to a “watershed 

approach” to mitigating a project’s impacts on resources:    

The district engineer must use a watershed approach to establish compensatory 
mitigation requirements in DA permits to the extent appropriate and practicable. 
Where a watershed plan is available, the district engineer will determine whether the 
plan is appropriate for use in the watershed approach for compensatory mitigation. In 
cases where the district engineer determines that an appropriate watershed plan is 
available, the watershed approach should be based on that plan. Where no such plan 
is available, the watershed approach should be based on information provided by the 
project sponsor or available from other sources. The ultimate goal of a watershed 
approach is to maintain and improve the quality and quantity of aquatic resources within watersheds 
through strategic selection of compensatory mitigation sites. 
 

33 C.F.R. § 332.3(c)(1) (emphasis added); See also 40 C.F.R. § 230.93. The requisite “watershed 

approach” is further defined as follows:  

Watershed approach means an analytical process for making compensatory mitigation 
decisions that support the sustainability or improvement of aquatic resources in a 
watershed. It involves consideration of watershed needs, and how locations and types 
of compensatory mitigation projects address those needs. A landscape perspective is 
used to identify the types and locations of compensatory mitigation projects that will 
benefit the watershed and offset losses of aquatic resource functions and services 
caused by activities authorized by DA permits. The watershed approach may involve 
consideration of landscape scale, historic and potential aquatic resource conditions, 
past and projected aquatic resource impacts in the watershed, and terrestrial 
connections between aquatic resources when determining compensatory mitigation 
requirements for DA permits. 

 

33 C.F.R. § 332.2. To be sure, the required watershed approach may include various alternatives 

means of mitigation, including “on-site compensatory mitigation, off-site compensatory mitigation 

(including mitigation banks or in-lieu fee programs), or a combination of on-site and off-site 

compensatory mitigation.” 33 C.F.R. § 332.3(c)(2)(iii). However, the Corp’s conclusions must be 

supported by a robust consideration of the specific ecological and locational factors applicable to the 

affected area and its watershed. Id. at § 332.3(c)(2)(i)-(iv). For instance, an appropriate “watershed 

approach” includes consideration of “the habitat requirements of important species, habitat loss or 
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conversion trends, sources of watershed impairment, and current development trends,” as well as 

“the protection and maintenance of terrestrial resources” geared toward preserving “the suite of 

functions typically provided by the affected aquatic resource.” Id. at § 332.3(c)(2)(i). The proposed 

mitigation approach must take into account “[l]ocational factors” including “hydrology [and] 

surrounding land use,” as well as the “functions and services (e.g., water quality, flood control, 

shoreline protection)” that an impacted wetland performs. Id. at § 332.3(c)(2)(ii). Where the Corps 

does not have the benefit of a watershed plan,3 the Corps must analyze additional information 

including “chronic environmental problems such as flooding or poor water quality.” Id. at § 

332.3(c)(3)(i). In planning for mitigation, the Corps “should identify and prioritize aquatic resource 

restoration, establishment, and enhancement activities, and preservation of existing aquatic resources 

that are important for maintaining or improving ecological functions of the watershed.” Id. at § 

332.3(c)(2)(iv). The identification and prioritization of resource needs should be as specific as 

possible, to enhance the usefulness of the approach in determining compensatory mitigation 

requirements. Id. (emphasis added).  

 The Permit by its terms does not condition issuance on the purchase of mitigation credits 

affecting any particular watershed. USACE004999, Doc # 22-18, p. 74. The Corps’ Statement of 

Findings related to mitigation makes no determination whether the area has an appropriate “watershed 

plan,” nor does reference to any designated watershed plan appear in the record. See USACE004942-

004948, Doc # 22-18, pp. 17-23. The Corps’ Statement of Findings make no determinations as to 

which important species or habitats the affected wetlands feature, what the hydrology and surrounding 

land use of the area is, or the functional services the impacted wetlands perform for the watershed, 

 
3 A “watershed plan” is a plan developed by federal, tribal, state, and/or local government agencies or appropriate non-
governmental organizations, in consultation with relevant stakeholders, for the specific goal of aquatic resource 
restoration, establishment, enhancement, and preservation. A watershed plan addresses aquatic resource conditions in 
the watershed, multiple stakeholder interests, and land uses. 33 C.F.R. § 332.2.  
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despite the record being replete with suggestions that the affected wetlands present such issues. Cf. 

id.; with USACE002368, Doc # 22-11 p.223 (noting presence of “endangered Clubshell mussel”), 

USACE002407, Doc # 22-11 (similar); See also Doc # 24-8. The Corps’ mitigation analysis does not 

consider environmental problems such as chronic flooding in the Mosquito Creek area, despite 

multiple project commenters raising the issue with the Corps. Cf. USACE004942-004948, Doc # 22-

18, pp. 17-23; with USACE001832, Doc # 22-10, p. 135 (“This area already has flooding issues”); 

USACE001840, Doc 22-10, p.143 (“This proposed development area is widely known to be prone to 

flooding”). As the Corps’ mitigation analysis is supported by none of the considerations attendant to 

a true watershed approach as contemplated by the Corps’ regulations, the Corps’ decision to approve 

North Eastwood’s proposed in-lieu-fee plus preservation approach to mitigation constitutes arbitrary, 

capricious, and unlawful conduct.  

IV. Conclusion 
 
 For the foregoing reasons, it is respectfully requested that the Corps’ issuance of the subject 

Permit was arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, and inconsistent with the requirements of the 

Clean Water Act and its amplifying regulations. Specifically, the Court should provide declaratory relief 

that the Corps (1) failed to support the issuance of the Permit with an adequate public interest analysis 

supported by all necessary findings; (2) failed to define the project purpose in an appropriate manner 

thereby preventing consideration of less environmentally damaging practical alternatives; and (3) failed 

to engage in the requisite watershed approach in consideration the need for mitigation. Accordingly, 

Friends respectfully requests this Court reverse and remand the matter to the Corps for processing 

North Eastwood’s permit application in keeping with any guidance issued by this Court.  

 
      Respectfully Submitted,  
 

/s/ Andrew J. Karas_________ 
Andrew J. Karas (0097153) 
Fair Shake Environmental Legal Services 
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